There is accumulating evidence from different methodological approaches that the placebo effect is a neurobiological phenomenon. Behavioral, psychophysiological, and neuroimaging results have largely contributed to accepting the placebo response as real. A major aspect of recent and future advances in placebo research is to demonstrate linkages between behavior, brain, and bodily responses. This article provides an overview of the processes involved in the formation of placebo responses by combining research findings from behavioral, psychophysiological, and neuroimaging methods. The integration of these different methodological approaches is a key objective, motivating our scientific pursuits toward a placebo research that can inform and guide important future scientific knowledge.
Introduction
Placebo treatments have been shown to influence reported pain experiences in dozens of well controlled studies. In many domains, these findings would be viewed as incontrovertible evidence that placebos influence pain.
However, many lay people, medical professionals, and scientists alike appear uncomfortable with the idea that placebo effects, by leading people to believe they suffer from less pain, can cause them to actually experience the same feelings and adverse consequences as if they had received an effective treatment. If patients on placebo say they feel less pain, then they do, and that is what counts for the patient. However, this position is not very satisfying, due to a potentially fundamental error in reasoning, i.e., the assumption that patients' reports are straightforward, accurate accounts of an internal reality (pain and pain-related processes). But not all patient reports are equally created. There are many reasons that patients might report less pain, some of which have more to do with the desire to be self-consistent, "correct," liked by their caregiver, and other factors independent of the pain itself. It has been suggested that placebo effects are created by these and similar cognitive biases (Clark, 1969; Feather et al., 1972; Allan and Siegel, 2002) . For example, according to signal detection theory, the expectation of a treatment creates uncertainty about the sensory information of pain, and the placebo response is a case of perceptual error (Allan and Siegel, 2002) . Indeed, there is some evidence that the tendency to use prior expectation when making perceptual judgments, instead of independently evaluating available perceptual information, is a general cognitive style that is positively associated with placebo analgesic responses (Morton et al., 2010a) .
One way to understand whether the placebo effect is 'real' is to define particular physiological and functional outcomes that are in themselves meaningful. The combination of behavioral, neuroimaging, and psychophysiological studies have been particularly useful in this regard, particularly in the field of pain as they provide information about the brain and bodily changes that accompany placebo responses. A major aspect of recent and future advances in the placebo research is to demonstrate and to emphasize linkages between behavior, brain, and bodily responses. We seek to integrate the different methodological approaches that are being used to augment current scientific knowledge. Thus, we summarize the psychological mechanisms underlying the formation of placebo responses, the modulator role of negative emotion in placebo analgesia and nocebo hyperalgesia, the activation of endogenous pain modulator networks during placebo analgesia, the causal relationship between placebo analgesic and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) responses, and finally, the placebo-induced peripheral effects.
Psychological mechanisms of the placebo effect: contribution of verbal suggestions, conditioning, and social observation Classical conditioning and expectations are generally accepted to be the most prominent mechanisms of the placebo effect. If the goal is to provide a comprehensive knowledge of the placebo effect, any rigid distinction between conditioning and expectations might be flawed. Remarkably, sophisticated pain models and brain imaging techniques being used in placebo research are leading to a better understanding of the basic mechanisms underlying the formation of placebo responses. Verbal, conditioned, and observational cues can create strong expectations that influence the brain placebo response and lead to the release of endogenous opioids and dopamine (Fig. 1) .
Ostensibly, most of our current knowledge on placebo mechanisms has been gained by investigation of the placebo effect in the domain of pain (Colloca and Benedetti, 2005; Tracey, 2010) , and a classic example is that of a subject or a patient who experiences pain relief after being presented with a placebo described as an analgesic medication. The patient may experience analgesia simply by virtue of this anticipation of relief. The interpretation of verbal suggestions in communication between therapist and patient has also been shown to relieve anxiety, which often exacerbates suffering from illness Aslaksen et al., 2011) . Furthermore, the association of specific cues to the experience of the treatment effect induced by pharmacological or biological manipulations significantly alters behavior and clinical outcomes. A conditioned stimulus (CS), such as a pill's color, conveys information about the unconditioned stimulus (US), the effect of the drug on a symptom like pain (Rescorla, 1988) . After learning the relation between the CS and the US, presentation of the CS leads to an anticipation of the US that may result in a placebo conditioned response such as a reduction of the pain experience (Colloca et al., 2008a,b) . In short, the conditioned placebo effect leads the individual to experience a beneficial outcome. Some recent studies adopting a pharmacological conditioning with drugs such as morphine Benedetti et al., 2007) , immunosuppressor cyclosporin A (Goebel et al., 2002; Pacheco-Ló pez et al., 2009 ), dopamine-agonist apomorphine , benzodiazepine receptor agonist midazolam, and antagonist flumazenil (Petrovic et al., 2002) found that the conditioned placebo responses mimic drug effects, thus providing evidence that an important factor in eliciting bodily placebo responses is the previous exposure to effective treatment. Conditioned placebo analgesic responses appear to be sensitively shaped not only by prior exposure to treatment effectiveness (Colloca and Benedetti, 2006; Morton et al., 2010a,b) , but also by the number of learning trials Benedetti, 2006, 2009; Colloca et al., 2008a Colloca et al., ,b, 2010 Colloca and Miller, 2011a) .
The experience of effectiveness also affects pain clinical outcomes in patients with neuropathic pain (André-Obadia et al., 2011) . Conditioned responses to drugs as USs are not only compensatory or antagonistic physiological responses (Siegel, 2008) . When drugs restore homeostasis, e.g., reduction of pain, an agonistic placebo conditioned response can be observed (Flaten, 2009) .
People can also form placebo responses by observing others in a social context without any deliberate reinforcement to the observer. Colloca and Benedetti (2009) investigated the role of social observation in placebo analgesia in healthy subjects who learned by observing a demonstrator who simulated an analgesic benefit. Substantial placebo analgesic responses were found following observation of the demonstrator, suggesting that the information drawn from the observation of another person may establish a self-projection into the future outcome. These effects exhibited a magnitude that was similar to those induced by directly experiencing the benefit through a conditioning procedure in which subjects underwent first-hand experience of benefit. Importantly, higher empathy yielded stronger placebo responses, supporting a link between the ability to modify behaviors following social observational learning and empathy. Beyond empathy, some other dispositional traits such as altruism (Mackenbach, 2005) and optimism (Geers et al., 2005 (Geers et al., , 2010 Morton et al., 2010b) seem to play a role, indicating that emotions and personality traits modulate expectations and placebo-induced behavioral changes.
Research has also shown that expectations can modify the response to active analgesic treatments and interventional procedures both positively and negatively. For example, patients who underwent a thoracotomy and received morphine for postoperative pain showed significantly better pain relief when they were told that they would receive morphine and their pain would get better soon. However, patients given similar therapeutic dosages by a computer-controlled infusion pump and who were not told when treatment began had a significant reduction in analgesic drug effects . In another study, when healthy subjects were told that a drug infusion of a -opioid agonist, remifentanil, was going to be started, the analgesic effect was doubled as compared to patients who received no verbal suggestions about the medication. Moreover, informing subjects that the remifentanil was stopped when actually the subjects continued to receive the drug led to a reduced analgesic effect and brain related-changes. This observation suggests that expectations can strongly interfere with the response to painkillers, even reversing their potential analgesic properties (Bingel et al., 2011) . These findings indicate that understanding the mechanisms mediating expectancies and placebo responses is a form of neuroscience clinically relevant to symptom management.
Is placebo analgesia mediated via reduced negative emotions?
Recent research has suggested that placebo analgesia may be mediated via reduced negative emotions . Pain increases negative emotions like nervousness and anxiety, and negative emotions increase pain, whereas a reduction in negative emotions has been shown to reduce pain (Rhudy et al., 2008) . When treatment for pain is administrated, the patient expects the unpleasant symptoms to decrease. Thus, it could be hypothesized that the expectation of having received effective treatment reduces nervousness and anxiety, which in turn reduces unpleasant symptoms like pain (Aslaksen and Flaten, 2008; Aslaksen et al., 2011) . This seemingly simple hypothesis has been difficult to investigate, since stress levels are generally low in healthy volunteers, and effects of placebos on stress are small at the group level in these participants (Flaten et al., 2006) . However, at the individual level, the negative effects of stress on pain and placebo analgesia have been demonstrated in subjects with higher stress levels, namely, in subjects that were fearful of pain. Lyby et al. (2010) induced heat pain in healthy volunteers, and found that higher scores in fear of pain were associated with higher stress levels during anticipation of pain, and during painful stimulation. Subjects high in fear of pain showed smaller or no placebo analgesic responses, confirming that stress reduces placebo analgesia. Conversely, individuals who scored highly in dispositional optimism tended to show a drop in state anxiety after their first exposure to a placebo. This subsequently led to reduced anxiety at the second exposure with a corresponding placebo response, which seemed to last for at least 6 weeks (Morton et al., 2010a,b) . Aslaksen et al. (2011) observed that placebos-administered with information that they were powerful painkillers-reduced stress in the absence of pain and before the placebo analgesic response to painful stimulation was observed. This finding suggests that the reduced stress after administration of a placebo cannot be explained by reduced pain that in turn reduces stress. Rather, the reduced stress predicted the placebo analgesic response, suggesting that the reduced stress explained the placebo response. However, these findings were made in males only. In females, there was no placebo response, and there was no effect of placebos on stress. The absence of placebo responses in females was explained by increased stress levels that were not modulated by placebo administration . Remarkably, eventrelated potentials (ERPs) to painful stimulation were also reduced in the placebo condition compared to a natural history condition where pain was applied, but no pills and no information were administrated. As for pain report, smaller ERPs after placebo was only observed in males, and reduced reported stress predicted smaller ERPs to painful stimulation. ERP reduction was observed in the N2 and P2 peaks that register activity from the cingulate gyrus and the insular areas (Garcia-Larrea et al., 2003) . These cortices are central for emotional and pain processing and for placebo responding (Wager et al., 2004) .
If placebo responses are due to reductions in stress levels, then the nocebo response, often considered the opposite of placebo responses, could be due to increases in stress levels. Nocebo responses are often observed as increases in pain after a substance or procedure has been administrated with information that it will increase pain. This induces nervousness and anxiety ; e.g., cortisol has been shown to increase after this information (Johansen et al., 2003) . Pharmacological blockade of anxiety abolishes the nocebo response (Benedetti et al., 2006a) . Thus, placebo and nocebo responses may be seen as different ends of a continuum from very little negative emotions like nervousness and tension to extreme negative emotions: placebo effects are observed in subjects where the inert placebo induces relaxation, whereas nocebo effects may be seen when nervousness and anxiety are induced.
Interesting studies have also shown that the interaction between expectations and desire of pain relief contributes to placebo analgesia in a patient population suffering from chronic pain due to irritable bowel syndrome (IBS). Patients with IBS were exposed to rectal balloon distension under no treatment, rectal placebo, and rectal lidocaine to investigate whether expectations and desire for pain relief impact the therapeutic responses to active and placebo treatments. By assessing expectations and desires of pain relief before and after each treatment, the authors found that 77% of the variance in placebo analgesia and 81% of the variance in analgesia induced by lidocaine was related to individual beliefs (Vase et al., 2003) . Patients with IBS were also investigated under no treatment, rectal placebo, and rectal lidocaine in another study aimed at exploring the dynamic impact of expectations, desires for pain relief, and anxiety on the formation of analgesic responses (Vase et al., 2005) . There was a trend of increased analgesia over the entire session of rectal distension (40 min). Expectations, pain relief desires, and anxiety accounted for a substantial variation in the response to placebo and lidocaine treatment, suggesting that these psychological variables may contribute to the experience of analgesia. These results have been confirmed by a brain imaging study wherein fMRI was used to detect the association among psychological variables, brain responses and pain reports. The modulation of brain areas involved in the processing of afferent and visceral pain was dynamically related to patients' expectations (Price et al., 2007) . Based on these and other studies, we can assume that expectations and desires are important determinants of the brain and bodily responses to active treatments and placebos, as they induce emotions that modulate pain experience.
Neuroimaging studies of placebo analgesia
The current state of the art in this field is summarized in the following by focusing on two kinds of questions: First, do placebo treatments influence the "pain processing network"-the set of regions most closely associated with pain experience-and, if so, which of its components? An affirmative answer would suggest that aspects of pain experience are influenced in ways that may be functionally and physiologically important. Second, what kinds of changes in brain processes may mediate effects in pain? Information about these processes could yield plausible mechanisms of placebo responses. We briefly address each question in turn, presenting the current consensus in the field and identifying several unresolved issues.
Since the pioneering positron emission tomography study on placebo analgesia by Petrovic et al. (2002) first revealed a shared neural network of the rostral anterior cingulate cortex (rACC) and the brainstem underlying both opioid and placebo analgesia, the relevance of this network for placebo analgesia has been substantiated by several neuroimaging studies using various procedures to induce placebo analgesia (including placebo analgesic creams, sham acupuncture, and others) (Wager et al., 2004 (Wager et al., , 2007 Zubieta et al., 2005; Bingel et al., 2006; Kong et al., 2006; Eippert et al., 2009b) . These studies showed that placebo analgesia involves the activation of cingulo-frontal brain regions together with subcortical structures such as the midbrain periaqueductal gray (PAG), hypothalamus, and amygdala. Connectivity analyses further revealed that the behavioral placebo analgesic effect depends on an enhanced functional coupling of the rACC with brainstem areas such as the PAG Wager et al., 2004 Wager et al., , 2007 Eippert et al., 2009b) . These studies support the notion that the top down activation of endogenous analgesic activity via the descending modulatory system represents an integral part of the mechanisms of placebo analgesia. The opioidergic nature of this pain-modulating system has been corroborated by both pharmacological studies using the opioid an-tagonist naloxone and in vivo receptor binding approaches (Levine et al., 1978; Amanzio and Benedetti, 1999; Zubieta et al., 2005; Eippert et al., 2009b) .
Another important brain area for placebo analgesia is the prefrontal cortex. Activity in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex was found in the period preceding noxious stimulation, which correlated with activity in the PAG and the subsequent placebo analgesic response (Wager et al., 2004; Eippert et al., 2009b; Watson et al., 2009; Lui et al., 2010; Wager and Fields, 2011) . Both temporary functional lesions of the prefrontal cortex by repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (Krummenacher et al., 2010) as well as the degeneration and disconnection of the frontal lobes in Alzheimer's disease (Benedetti et al., 2006b ) are associated with a reduction or complete loss of verbally induced placebo analgesic responses.
The majority of neuroimaging studies of placebo analgesia indicate that the reduced pain ratings during placebo analgesia are paralleled by decreased activity in the classical pain processing areas including the thalamus, insula, and the somatosensory cortex (Petrovic et al., 2002; Wager et al., 2004; Price et al., 2007; Lyby et al., 2011; Wager and Fields, 2011) . Recent evidence from spinal cord fMRI, which only recently became technically feasible in both humans and animals, revealed that pain-related activity in the ipsilateral dorsal horn, corresponding to painful stimulation, is substantially reduced under placebo (Eippert et al., 2009a) . These results provided direct evidence for spinal inhibition as one mechanism of placebo analgesia and highlight the fact that psychological factors such as expectancy can act on the earliest stages of pain processing in the CNS. Together these studies support the notion that altered pain experience during placebo analgesia, at least in part, results from active inhibition of nociceptive activity and not simply from report bias.
Areas with consistent placebo-related reductions and increases across studies (with peak coordinates within 10 mm in at least three studies) are shown in Figure 2 . A number of regions that do not have a clear relationship with pain are engaged by placebo treatments, including the lateral prefrontal, orbitofrontal (OFC), and anterior insular cortices and the PAG or surrounding area (for review, see Wager and Fields, 2011) . Some areas, including opioid-rich PAG and its targets in OFC and medial prefrontal cortex and subcortical structures (e.g., nucleus accumbens and amygdala), also show evidence for increased opioid system activation with placebo (Wager et al., 2007; Scott et al., 2008) , which fits with previous findings showing opioid-dependent placebo effects (Levine et al., 1979; Amanzio and Benedetti, 1999; Eippert et al., 2009a) .
Is there a causal relationship between placebo analgesic and fMRI responses?
To show reduced responses in several regions strongly identified with pain processing, including contralateral anterior insula, medial thalamus, and rostral dorsal cingulate (corresponding to Vogt's anterior midcingulate region) (Wager et al., 2004) , was important because these areas are associated with nociception and pain in a variety of ways in humans and animals, and are among the regions that most reliably track noxious stimulus intensity in human neuroimaging studies (Coghill et al., 1999; Apkarian et al., 2005; Atlas et al., 2010) . If placebos reduce pain experience, especially by blocking early nociceptive processes (Matre et al., 2006; Goffaux et al., 2007) , such responses would be predicted.
However, the relationship between activity in these regions and pain processing must be examined in more detail. Even if the set of regions mentioned above responds reliably to pain, it does not follow that activation implies changes in pain (Poldrack, 2006) . These regions are heteromodal association areas that respond to multiple types of affective and cognitive events (Bush et al., 2000; Shackman et al., 2011) , potentially including basic stimulus salience across modalities (Mouraux et al., 2011) . One approach involves establishing more direct links between placebo manipulations, brain responses, and pain reports. A recent study followed this approach and used multilevel mediation to test Wager and Fields (2011) . A, Placebo-related decreases during pain, or regions in which placebo-related decreases were correlated with placebo analgesia. B, Placebo-related increases in neuroimaging activity during anticipation or pain, or regions in which placebo-related increases correlated with placebo analgesia. The top rows show individual peak coordinates (for more details, see Wager and Fields, 2011) , and the bottom rows show areas activated in at least three separate maps. Note that increases and decreases can be found in the same brain regions, if, e.g., there are consistent increases during anticipation of pain and decreases during pain experience. This is the case with the rostral dorsal cingulate region shown in both maps.
whether activity in "pain-processing" regions formally mediates relationships between experimentally induced expectations about stimulus intensity and trial-by-trial pain reports (Atlas et al., 2010) . As in the placebo studies, fMRI responses to a constant-intensity noxious stimulus were reduced when expectations about pain were lower and these reductions mediated reductions in pain report.
Another approach that is currently examined is to examine whether placebo treatment affects the dose-response relationship between noxious stimulus intensity and fMRI activity in these regions. A third, more direct approach would be to use machine learning to define precise patterns of pain that track pain intensity closely, and test for placebo effects on these patterns. Patterns of brain activity are only useful for making inferences about pain (and other psychological phenomena) insofar as they are consistently and specifically activated by pain, so developing pain-specific biomarkers and testing these for placebo effects could be particularly informative. However, this approach has not yet been used, and attempts to directly identify brain biomarkers with these features will be an important direction for future research.
Human brain research on placebo effects is in a very early stage, and there are many unanswered questions. Some of the most basic include understanding of the relationships between (1) cortical and subcortical regions, (2) MRI increases and activation of opioid and dopamine systems in the same areas, and (3) activation of these putative "mechanisms" and placebo analgesia defined by either pain report or pain-related brain activity. Central to these issues is the question of how well activation of these systems can predict the magnitude of placebo analgesia, particularly in individuals who are naive to the experimental procedure. If brain responses could be used to characterize individual differences in placebo analgesia prospectively, it could provide vital information for both understanding the basic science of endogenous regulation and translating neuroimaging research into clinically useful applications. As a step toward addressing this goal, a machine learning regression technique (a family of techniques useful for developing the types of biomarkers suggested above) was used to predict the magnitude of placebo analgesia prospectively, in individuals for whom behavioral placebo report data are not available or are not considered trustworthy . The approach yields both overall estimates of predictive accuracy (or effect size) normally absent from brain imaging studies and interpretable maps of which brain regions make important contributions to prediction. found that anticipatory activity, before pain, was a particularly strong predictor of placebo analgesia (defined by reductions in pain report) in new individuals, explaining 12% or 44% of the variance depending on the sample used. Brain responses during pain in "pain processing" areas were significantly but more weakly predictive, and with no consistent directionality across regions: reductions in anterior cingulate and thalamus and increases in anterior insula predicted larger placebo analgesia. In addition, the magnitude of overall reductions across these regions was uncorrelated with the magnitude of placebo analgesia, suggesting that fMRI measures of "pain processing" and self-reported pain may be highly dissociable outcomes. Future research could test the functional implications of verum or placebo treatments that reduce pain-related brain activity, instead of relying purely on pain reports as an outcome measure.
Finally, these results bear on the nature of what processes underlie placebo-related activity in frontal cortical regions. Previously, it was speculated that frontal activity looks remarkably similar in location to regions activated by cognitive control processes , though these regions are activated by many processes, including emotion-regulation processes whose relationship with cognitive control is unclear . In , the placebo-predictive accuracy of two sets of brain regions was tested: those engaged in cognitive control of working memory (derived from a published metaanalysis of 60 studies) (Wager and Smith, 2003) and those engaged in emotional appraisal (derived from a meta-analysis of 163 studies) (Kober et al., 2008) . Surprisingly, activity in only the emotion-related regions predicted placebo analgesia (emotion, relative to working memory, activated more ventral and rostral portions of the lateral prefrontal cortex), which supports the view that emotions play a crucial role for placebo effects on pain.
The placebo effect and the autonomic nervous system: an investigation of peripheral responses So far, this review has focused on pain, which is the bestinvestigated condition in terms of placebo mechanisms and thus allows a good insight into the neurobiological basis of placebo effects. Other diseases of the CNS, such as Parkinson's disease, depression, and anxiety, are also affected by placebo interventions, and the underlying mechanisms are increasingly understood . In addition to CNS disorders, placebo interventions also affect peripheral organs, giving further incontrovertible evidence that placebo effects are real neurobiological phenomena.
There is good evidence that peripheral physiological placebo effects can be achieved by classical conditioning procedures: Caffeine-associated stimuli like the smell and taste of coffee have been shown to elicit increased skin conductance responses and startle eyeblink reflexes also in the absence of caffeine (Flaten and Blumenthal, 1999; Mikalsen et al., 2001) . Placebo effects on immune function and related diseases could be elicited by immune conditioning, and autonomic pathways are mandatory for this type of placebo effects (Vits et al., 2011) .
Most available data from experimental studies confirm the view that verbal suggestions accompanying placebo interventions can also alter inner organ functions, e.g., in the pulmonary, the gastrointestinal, and the cardiovascular system (Kemeny et al., 2007; Meissner et al., 2007; Meissner, 2009 Meissner, , 2011 Meissner and Ziep, 2011; Ronel et al., 2011) . For example, a placebo pill, which was described as either stimulating or dampening the stomach, altered not only subjective perceptions of gastric activity, but also the length of gastric contraction periods (Meissner, 2009 ). Furthermore, a number of studies showed that the inhalation of an alleged bronchoconstrictor drug impaired lung function in asthmatics to a measurable degree, while inhalations of alleged bronchodilators reduced drug-induced bronchoconstriction (Isenberg et al., 1992; Kemeny et al., 2007) . However, a recent study failed to demonstrate a direct bronchodilatory placebo effect on lung function in asthma (Wechsler et al., 2011) . Several studies examined the acute effects of verbal suggestions on blood pressure; these studies consistently found that hypotensive suggestions lowered systolic blood pressure, whereas verbal suggestions of blood pressure increase increased systolic and diastolic blood pressure as well as heart rate (for review, see Meissner, 2011; Meissner and Ziep, 2011) . Finally, one randomized controlled experimental study recently showed the first evidence that verbal suggestions can affect coronary blood flow independently of effects on heart rate and blood pressure (Ronel et al., 2011) .
A surprising property of placebo effects on peripheral organ systems elicited by verbal suggestions is their putative specificity: three studies that investigated this issue all provided evidence that placebo interventions specifically altered the organ function that was targeted by the placebo intervention, indicating an organspecific response (Butler and Steptoe, 1986; Meissner, 2009; Meissner and Ziep, 2011) . These findings are reminiscent of studies in the field of placebo analgesia, where pain reduction was observed only in the placebo-treated part of the body (Montgomery and Kirsch, 1996; Benedetti et al., 1999; Domnick et al., 2011) and could be reversed by the opioid-antagonist naloxone, suggesting a somatotopic activation of endogenous opioid systems . Placebo effects on inner organ functions may likewise be mediated by organotopic activation of visceromotor representations in the insular and medial prefrontal cortices (Meissner, 2000 (Meissner, , 2009 (Meissner, , 2011 Meissner and Ziep, 2011) .
Physical organ functions are under constant inhibitory and excitatory influences from a series of higher brain centers, which range from cortical areas to the lower brainstem region and are summarized as the "central autonomic network" (CAN) (Benarroch, 1993) . The CAN includes areas like the cingulate gyrus and the insular cortex, which are also central for placebo responses in pain (Lane and Wager, 2009 ). The central control of peripheral organs takes place both via the two branches of the autonomic nervous system, namely the sympathetic and the parasympathetic nervous system, and via the hypothalamic neuroendocrine system (Jänig, 2006) . So far no study has examined whether placebo effects on peripheral organ functions induced by verbal suggestions are mediated primarily through the autonomic nervous system or through neuroendocrine pathways. However, the time course of verbally induced placebo effects, which occur usually within seconds or minutes after the intervention (Butler and Steptoe, 1986; Meissner, 2009; Meissner and Ziep, 2011; Ronel et al., 2011) , argues strongly for a neural mediation, since the neuroendocrine system has significantly longer reaction times (Jänig, 2006) . Moreover, the organ specificity of placebo effects on the peripheral organ functions speaks against neuroendocrine mechanisms, whereas it is consistent with the high functional specificity of autonomic nervous system organization (Morrison, 2001; Jänig, 2006) . It will be a challenge for future placebo research to elucidate the central mechanisms that mediate placebo effects on peripheral organ functions.
Summary
In conclusion, we believe that investigating the formation of behavioral and biological changes due to placebos deserves future efforts, as the placebo effect is a "real" neurobiological phenomenon that has important implications for clinical neuroscience research and medical care. Such contexts include a host of cues that convey information having the potential to produce therapeutic effects, and bodily and behavior changes (Colloca and Miller, 2011b) . It is important to note that placebo responses are not limited to "inert" placebo interventions. Indeed, proven effective treatments also function as cues, in addition to producing therapeutic effects based on their inherent pharmacological or physiological characteristics, and may be administered in a clinical encounter, with the potential to generate placebo responses that enhance the treatment's therapeutic benefit Bingel et al., 2011; Bjørkedal and Flaten, 2011) . The realm and mechanisms of the placebo phenomenon might prompt a determinant shift in the design and process of clinical trials and practices with significant ethical implications upon patient-doctor relationships.
